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Product Line
Spiral Stairs
The Classic
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The New Yorker
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The Miami
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The Boston
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The San Antonio
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The Baltimore
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The Memphis
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The Stalworth
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Custom Spiral Stairs
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Circular and Monumental Stairs
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Double Stringers and Helical Stairs
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Single Stringers and Floating Stairs
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Straight Stairs
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Straight Modular Stair Kits
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Custom Straight Stairs
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Spiral Staircase Kits
The Chicago
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duvinage.com
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Centuries of Expertise and Dedication
About Duvinage
Founded in 1895, Duvinage is the leading manufacturer of custom
metal stairs. Renowned for architectural beauty, superior
engineering, and fabrication quality, Duvinage stairs are featured in
buildings, homes, schools, universities, and industrial facilities
across the United States and Caribbean.

We design and fabricate every type of metal stair
Duvinage is the only American company capable of engineering
and fabricating every type of metal stair: spiral, circular and
monumental, egress, and alternating tread stairs to your custom
specifications. We also offer ornamental railing, steel ladders, and
spiral staircase kits.

We build to the industry’s highest specifications
Our superior design, precise engineering, and careful construction
have enabled us to supply stairs to the most prestigious addresses,
including the White House and the National Gallery of Art.

A Key Bridge Company
Duvinage is a proud member of the Key Bridge family of
companies. Key Bridge Partners is a private company consisting
of world class manufacturing and service companies.

© 2019 Duvinage

Spiral Stairs
All Applications
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Educational
Military
Governmental

Fully Customizable
Metal (steel, stainless steel, aluminum)
Wood (rail, tread, and platform options)
Tread surfaces (smooth, diamond plate, abrasive, grating,
Tuff Tread, Tuff Coat, wood / carpet / rubber covered, pan
accepting glass, stone, tile, concrete and other substrates)
Rail infill (balusters, glass panels, multiple styles of metal
panels, and multiline)
Finish (primer, air dry paint, mill, galvanized, powder coat)
Platforms (square, circular, rectangular, triangular, custom)

Explore by Stair Tread and Model
View popular combinations and unique customizations...
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The Classic
The Classic is timeless in its ability to enhance
your interior or exterior. Featuring diamond plate
steel treads, steel handrail, and steel balusters
Variations of this stair include a 135-145 in
aluminum for outside use as an alternative to
powder coated or galvanized steel.
The 135 tread is available in smooth, diamond
plate, and abrasive. Other customizations
include wood accents, rail infills, and finishes for
the perfect statement.
The standard steel baluster railing system can
be optionally replaced with multiline or panel rail
infill. Stainless steel rail and other
customizations will make this stair uniquely your
own (shown bottom center: abrasive treads,
stainless steel handrail, steel balusters).
Available in diameters up to 8' 0".

© 2019 Duvinage

The New Yorker

The New Yorker is the most popular spiral
stair model among homeowners while also
bringing warmth to non-residential settings.
Featuring wood cover on smooth plate steel
treads, wood handrail, and steel balusters.
Beyond the red oak standard, cherry and
maple are also popular wood selections.
For decks and patios, consider a custom
141 in aluminum with mahogany treads.
Other variations of this stair include unique
rail infill like custom balusters (shown top
left) and multiline (shown top center). The
standard wood spiral rail can be optionally
replaced with metal rail (shown top center:
stainless steel rail) or combined with inside
rail that helixes around the center pole.
Available in diameters up to 8' 0" and
hundreds of finish options. Discover more
141 stair possibilities today.

companies. Key Bridge Partners is a private company
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Partners is committed to preserving the legacy of great
building premier global businesses.

The Miami
The Miami offers the sleekest of styles for
an ultra-modern look. Featuring wood
treads, steel handrail, and glass panel infill.
Edgy with flair like the city it is named after,
The Miami design draws the webbing to the
edges of the tread and receives a closed
end. The result is a clean profile to the tread
from any angle.
Popular variations of this stair include
multiline rail infill (shown bottom left and
right). The 410 tread can also receive stone
(shown bottom left), glass, and substrates.
The stair at right is customized with stainless
steel inlays for added traction.
Available in diameters up to 8' 0" and
hundreds of finish options for interior and
exterior applications. Be uncompromising in
your dream stair.

© 2019 Duvinage

The Boston

The Boston is often used in commercial and
industrial applications, schools and universities,
and residences where additional stability and larger
stair diameters are required. Featuring steel treads,
steel handrail, and steel balusters
Rather than a cantilever, the 220 stair features
outside tread and platform support with welded
legs for additional rigidity. The treads and platforms
are flanged on this design for maximum headroom
and strength. Available in diamond plate and
smooth plate steel.
Guard and grab rail as well as inside rail (shown
top left) are popular rail options. Also consider Tuff
Coat, Tuff Tread, and rubber non-slip tread options.
Available in diameters up to 12' 0", this stair is
known for its trademark durability and toughness.
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The San Antonio
The San Antonio is a robust yet striking spiral stair
with clean lines. Featuring bar grating steel treads
with checker plate nosings, steel handrail, and
steel balusters.
The impressive scope of the stair and use in
commercial, industrial, and residential applications
is enabled by its design with legs welded to the
treads and platform.
The 251 tread is popular for exteriors, and for
interiors

creates

an

airy

minimalism.

Bar

grating and serrated grating available. Checker
plate and abrasive nosings. Also available in
aluminum and stainless steel.
Rail infill options like multiline (bottom left) and
panel (bottom center) are just some of the many
variations selected for stunning effect.
Available in diameters up to 12' 0", this stair is
unforgettable and unique.

© 2019 Duvinage

The Baltimore

The Baltimore serves a wide range of
residential, commercial, and industrial needs.
Featuring diamond plate steel treads, steel
handrail, and steel balusters.
The 175 stair treads and platform can be
flanged up for maximum headroom. Available
in diamond plate, smooth plate, and rubbercovered smooth plate. Also available in
stainless steel.
With finish as colorful and diverse as its
namesake city, it is clear why this spiral stair
is such a standout. Whether in aluminum or
powder coated or galvanized steel, this stair
is a popular choice for exterior applications.
Available in diameters up to 6' 0" with
hundreds of finish options and dozens of
rubber colors and styles.
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The Memphis
The Memphis signifies warmth and home.
Featuring carpet-covered steel treads, wood
handrail, and steel balusters.
Subtle elegance is what draws people to this stair.
Wood end trims match the wood handrail of your
choice. The treads receive carpet by your installer
to match your décor.
Steel handrail and custom balusters are common
variations for stairs with the carpeted 165 tread.
Hundreds of finish options let you further
complete your interior design.
Available in diameters up to 8' 0", this stair is a
sure choice for homeowners.

© 2019 Duvinage

The Stalworth

The Stalworth stair design offers magnificent
possibilities for your residence or business.
Featuring diamond plate steel treads, steel
handrail, and steel balusters.
Available in smooth, diamond plate, abrasive
and pan, the 201 tread also accepts wood,
glass, stone, concrete or other substrate.
Steel, stainless steel, and aluminum options.
Rail variations include multiline and panel rail
infill (shown top right: perforated steel panel
rail with skirt). Tread customizations will
make this stair uniquely your own (shown
left: glass treads, stainless steel grab and top
rails, silver powder coated steel).
Available in diameters up to 12' 0", let the
Stalworth accent your space, combining style
and function with any finish for an undeniably
exquisite design.
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Custom Spiral Stairs
The design and fabrication capabilities of Duvinage enable a virtually
limitless range of customization as you can see even in the many
variations of our standard models. Every stair is engineered to order.
We achieve complex design solutions by applying centuries of
expertise and dedication. Each stair we build is to the industry's
highest specifications in our dedicated stair production facility with
premium materials.
From standard models to bespoke custom designs, Duvinage stairs
are the choice of renowned architects, general contractors, and
homeowners who want the best.

© 2019 Duvinage

Circular and Monumental Stairs
Design and Fabrication
Duvinage designs and fabricates fine circular
and monumental stairs backed by centuries
of experience in curved stairs. Designed with
architects in mind, our double and single stringer
stairs form to a perfect contour. All aspects of the
stairs from shape to material to style and finish
are custom. Curved railings in metal and wood
are our specialty.

Professional Engineering
We provide full shop drawings and Professional
Engineering calculations for your stair, letting you
concentrate on the architectural beauty without the
worry of structural concerns.

Architectural Impact
Duvinage stairs grace The White House, The Ritz
Carlton, and The National Gallery of Art and will
provide an elegant focal point for your commercial
or residential space.

More Exceptional Stairs
A broader portfolio of our work at businesses and
premier residences follows...
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Double Stringers and Helical Stairs

Double stringer stairs are helixed, partially
curved, built straight, or a combination thereof
by the skilled team at Duvinage.
Helical stairs, as if encircling a cone or
cylinder, bring an awe-inspiring mathematical
beauty to interior spaces. These stairs follow
graceful curves to make a stunning
architectural statement.
Whether multistory or elegantly connecting just
two floors, double stringer stairs of the
grandest proportions are commissioned of
Duvinage. For stairs of this complexity, experts
turn to the industry leader.
Contact your sales representative or connect
with Duvinage to realize your brilliant elevation.

© 2019 Duvinage

Single Stringers and Floating Stairs

Floating stairs are characteristically open
riser and single stringer designs.
Architects and builders order these stairs
from Duvinage with the assurance that
comes from working with the best.
Single stringer designs take any
commercial or residential building to the
next level of spectacular.
Constructed of the finest materials and
fabricated in our dedicated stair facility,
floating stairs by Duvinage set the bar for
form and function.
Learn more by connecting with us today.
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Straight Stairs

© 2019 Duvinage

Straight Modular Stair Kits

For homeowners with a do-it-yourself
inclination, we offer a line of straight
modular stair kits.
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Custom Straight Stairs

The magnificence that Duvinage brings to
curved stairs is inherent in our straight
designs as well, with nearly limitless tread,
platform, riser, rail, rail infill, material, and
finish possibilities. Prominent entries and
lobbies of hotels, banks, hospitals,
airports, convention centers, and high-end
residential spaces are but a sampling of
applications for our custom straight stairs.
For straight egress stairs in commercial
and residential buildings, you have come
to the right company too. In addition to the
aesthetic straight stairs shown here, we
also design and fabricate the industry
leading Sharon Stairs drop-in steel stair
systems. Sharon Stairs are the preengineered architectural egress stairs of
choice since 1963.

© 2019 Duvinage

Spiral Staircase Kits
Attainable Style
Fabricated with care by the same team that makes
our custom stairs, these DIY stairs by Duvinage
give vertical access without taking much space.
Stylish and with so many ways to make the stair
uniquely your own.

Interior and Exterior
Our spiral staircase kits are used in countless
residential and commercial interiors. They are
equally popular for exterior use in diamond plate
steel with a galvanized finish or well-maintained
paint for decks, patios, and backyards.

Unique Benefits
Marked by their weight and significant features like
a full length, single piece steel center pole,
Duvinage spiral stair kits are sturdy. Quality
materials, expert fabrication, and attentive
engineering make these kits beautiful and strong.

Best in Class
Chosen by discerning homeowners, contractors,
and builders across the U.S. and Caribbean.
Available in code and non-code options.
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The Chicago
The Chicago features steel treads, aluminum handrail,
and steel square tube balusters. Requiring assembly
and installation, kits include installation instructions and
all required hardware. Available in diameters up to 5'.

Height Adjustable to 12' 6"
Whether you need a 16-riser stair or a shorter height,
our kits provide the structural support necessary for
floor-to-floor heights up to 12' 6".

Steel and Aluminum
Smooth and diamond plate steel treads and platform are
complemented by aluminum spiral rail. Primer and
galvanized steel finishes are available.

Wood Rail and Tread
Steel provides the strength and wood accents achieve
the warm look especially popular in homes.
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